SM

The Valton Trust

A Seminar For Sincere Students of The Urantia Book
Sunday, April 26, 2009
Tuukkalanpolku 20, 48410 Kotka, Finland
In Solemn Honor and Remembrance of the
Paradise Father and Michael of Nebadon

Studying and Discussing:
- The Statement Regarding The Valton School and
- Jesus’ Methods of Teaching
(The Statement is Published at http://valton.org/PDF/TheValtonSchool_3.pdf)

- The Spirit of Truth and Father´s will
- Salvation, Survival, and Universe Citizenship:
How we can progress while we are here on earth
“…but to his apostles he [Jesus] always taught the kingdom as
embracing man's personal experience in relation to his fellows
on earth and to the Father in heaven. Concerning the kingdom,
his last word always was, ‘The kingdom is within you.’" (1859 06)

[The discussions will be led and otherwise facilitated
by members of the faculty of The Valton School.]

Program:
10.00-10.15

Welcome and Opening Remarks
With Coffee

Host and Seminar
Leader Ari A.
Kalaja

10.15-11.45

Statement Regarding The Valton
School and Jesus’ Methods
of Teaching

School Faculty

12.45-14.15

The Spirit of Truth and the Father’s Will

School Faculty

14.15-14.45

Coffee

14.45-16.15

Salvation, Survival, and Universe
Citizenship:
What we can do to progress while here
on the earth—Universe Service NOW

Lunch

School Faculty

Students may arrange attendance by depositing €10 (for lunch and coffee) no later
than Monday, April 20, 2009, in bank account: NORDEA 107135-70509.
Students with questions, including those concerning special diets, may contact
Marja Leena Valkeinen at 040-7755243.

This seminar is conducted in support of the Spirit and
Purposes of The Valton Trust and the More Specific
Aims and Requirements of The Valton Trust School.

The Larger Purposes of the Valton Trust and its School Are and
Continue to be:

The promotion, improvement, and expansion among the peoples of the world
of the comprehension and understanding of
Cosmology and the relation of the planet on which we live to the Universe,
of the genesis and destiny of Man
And his relation to God,
And of the true teachings of Jesus Christ; and
For the inculcation and appreciation of
The Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man –
In order to increase and enhance
The comfort, happiness, and well being of Man,
As an individual and as a member of society,
through the fostering of a religion, a philosophy, and a cosmology
which are commensurate with Man´s intellectual and cultural development.

Information about The Valton Trust and its activities, including the purposes
of The Valton School and the ongoing documentation of apparent errors in
the Finnish translation of The Urantia Book, Urantia-kirja, is available at
http://www.valton.org.

